an unpublished work that has more in common with the tradition of the family memoir. My aim is to interrogate the category of the scandalous memoir by suggesting the diverse strategies used by women who lived for a time as courtesans and to explore the centrality of personal relationships, intertextual networks, and collaborations in the representation and publication of their lives.
The courtesan
In recent years, eighteenth-century courtesans have been popular subjects for biographers, cultural historians, literary critics, and art historians as strikingly modern figures who played a central role in developments in celebrity, fashion, and sociability.
2 As these studies have shown, the courtesan was part of an elite sub-culture, inhabiting a socially ambiguous position at once idolised and yet on the margins of society, at the 'pinnacle of a continuum of women who traded their bodies and their company for financial reward.'
3 She was distinguished from the prostitute by her exclusivity, as 'she sold herself for material benefits yet chose her lovers carefully.'
4 She provided enduring relationships rather than single encounters, and was regarded as a status symbol, orchestrating her social appearances and controlling her public image in order to maximise her fame.
5 There was an 'extraordinary linguistic fluidity of the terms for prostitution' in this period and the courtesan (at once a woman of the court and of the town) was variously referred to.
6 Classical terms were popular, such as the Hetaera, Cytherian, Thais, Laïs, Cyprian, and Paphian, also the 'fashionable impure', 'high impure' or the demirep (a term extended to include women of the middle classes as well as the aristocracy during the eighteenth century). 7 The women whose lives are the focus of Part II began their careers as courtesans from a variety of starting points: Sophia Baddeley and Mary Robinson from the theatre, Elizabeth Fox from a high-class brothel, Harriette Wilson from her parents' middle-class home, and Julia Johnstone from within the court. Nonetheless, all of the women experienced a sexual 'fall' and, at the height of their fame, were among the most celebrated courtesans of their day. Of them all, it was Elizabeth Fox who achieved the ultimate in social boundary crossing, as she moved from the brothels of St James' Street through high-ranking protectors before becoming the mistress and subsequently the wife of the Whig politician Charles James Fox.
In popular representations, the courtesan typically appeared in opposition to the domestic ideal of middle-class femininity and her associated virtues of privacy, modesty, and chastity. The biographical
